Work Today, Get Paid Today
courtesy of Lisa at 30queries30days.com
I can't even explain how often a frantic writer will reach out on the freelance writing forums, pleading
for overflow assignments, with such catastrophes as “My power will be shut off tomorrow” or “If I
wait until payday I will have a $50 fee” or “I need enough in my paypal to put gas in the car.”

Let's face it, sometimes you need cash NOW.
I can't help right this instant (unless you can go release mooney from your SocialSpark,
SponsoredTweet or PayPerPost accounts. If you release under $50 from SocialSpark or PayPerPost,
there is a $2 penalty but it's sometimes worth it when you need instant cash.)
OK, if none of the above solves your dilemma, then read onward to learn about how you can have
today's income deposited before you wake up in the morning.
Online, “The cloud” often refers to a virtual office, where jobs are posted and assignments are turned
in. Several different companies operate like this; Amazon Mturks is such an environment, as is
Textbroker, CrowdSource and iWrite*
Today, however, we are only concerned with companies where you can write today and get paid today.
As far as I know, the only company that meets that requirement is Cloud Crowd
One reason people are surprised to hear that CloudCrowd is such a lucrative income-producing
resource is because the interface – your workspace dashboard, is integrated into Facebook. It's an app.
It's totally safe and Ok to “allow” whatever the application is asking for. I have been a member of
CloudCrowd since 2009 and have NEVER seen them sending unauthorized messages to my friends,
posting on my wall or anything else. It's a truly reputable business that has harnessed the power of
Facebook to reach a crowd of talented writers and editors. Be sure to add your paypal address.
If you don't want your progress visible on your wall, you can choose to have the posts “only visible to
me” instead of publicly viewable.
So don't be surprised when you visit http://tinyurl.com/cloudscrowd and find yourself directed to sign
up through your Facebook account. And none of your facebook friends will know you're signing up,
nor will they get invitations (unless you realize how awesome it is and want to share it with them.)
Here's the secret to making money on Cloud Crowd:
1. Build your reputation by turning in high quality work
2. Increase your rank by taking tests for specific skills (Writing, editing, research...)
3. Check frequently throughout the day for available tasks
and that's it. Work Today, get Paid Today. That's just how they roll.
*For more companies like this, please refer to WriteForIncome.com where I review places to work
online and discuss my experiences with these companies.

